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Chapter 9 - Enter the rank list 

After more than 2 hours, Lu Yang reached level 1 10%. At this time, Lu Yang has been ranked 10th 

in the ranking list. If it had not been previously spent an hour to get the heart of the devil, and an 

hour to cook electric eel meat, Lu Yang can definitely rank first in the rankings. 

As for the top 9 people in the rankings, all are the bosses of major guilds. They rely on the number of 

advantages to clear the field, and the upgrade speed is not weaker than Lu Yang. Take the first 

place in the rankings as the leader of the Supreme Dynasty union, for example. With 50,000 guild 

members into the game, he just occupied the first-level monster area of a novice town, relying on 10 

mages, who used the game loopholes of whoever shot first, dominated by one monster. , The other 

10 people to help the strange way to become the first rank. 

Just as Lu Yang was about to continue playing monsters, a dip sound similar to the phone appeared. 

Lu Yang looked at his interface and found that someone had sent a message to himself. 

In order to reduce the trouble before, Lu Yang has closed the column of adding strangers to friends, 

and only Lan Yu who has become a friend can talk to Lu Yang. 

Open the interface to see, it turned out to be a message from Lan Yu. 

“Master, you are too good, you actually entered the top ten of the ranking list.” 

With ten years of gaming experience, Lu Yang is too **** if he can’t enter the first echelon, saying, 

“Fortunately, what’s going on with you, have you done the task?” 



“We are still collecting electric eel meat.” Lan Yu said. 

“Why so slow?” Lu Yang asked. 

“It’s still slow. Electric eels are hard to catch.” Lan Yu was speechless. 

Lu Yang was stunned. Then I remembered that it was just a new area. They were all newcomers. It 

was far easier than him to catch the fast-moving electric eel. 

“Not in a hurry, take your time, remember to be careful when you go to the cave to upgrade, don’t be 

discovered, if you let others follow, it is no secret.” 

Lan Yu nodded and said, “Well, we will be careful.” 

Suddenly Lu Yang thought of something and said, “Little girl, promise me one thing. Don’t tell my 

name to others, you haven’t said it yet.” 

Lan Yu said playfully: “Of course not, rest assured, people know that you want to be low-key ~.” 

Lu Yang can imagine the current appearance of Lan Yu and smiled and said, “Little girl, since you 

are so obedient, I will give you a gift next time I meet.” 

Lan Yu replied with a smiley face, and the call was over. 

In fact, Lan Yu didn’t say Lu Yang’s name. On the one hand, Lan Yu didn’t say it. On the other hand, 

Xia Yuwei and Zheng Yuan didn’t want to ask. 

Zheng Yuan was jealous of Lu Yang. Xia Yuwei didn’t want to speak because of her arrogance. She 

thought that the studio would grow in the future. There is something for casual players like Lu Yang 

to ask him to go back to him naturally, so there is no need to “success. . 



After returning the task, Xia Yuwei said to everyone while roasting the electric eel: “Now that we 

have a supply, we must hurry up and upgrade.” 

Zhang Zibo said: “Yes, I really do n’t know how the people on the ranks have been upgraded. There 

are so many experiences from 0 to 1 and so little strange, but they all upgrade so fast. Nine people 

will not say anything, even the 10th place Lu Yang is unknown. “ 

Xia Yuwei nodded and said, “Indeed, there are too many masters in the game. If we don’t hurry up, 

it’s easy to keep up with the first echelon, slow down step by step, and it will be difficult to develop 

later.” 

Zheng Yuan, who had been silent because he found the electric eel, said angrily: “This Lu Yang 

really doesn’t know what to do. I want to buy a strategy from him. He turned off the friend function.” 

Zhang Zibo sighed and said, “I also tried it just now, but unfortunately, if we can contact Lu Yang, 

maybe we have the opportunity to enter the ranking list.” 

The first nine people on the ranking list are the bosses of the major trade unions who were active in 

the “Second World” forum. Only Lu Yang is an unknown newcomer. They suspect that Lu Yang 

should find a way to upgrade quickly. 

Lan Yu looked at the crowd and talked about Lu Yang they had just met before, not to mention how 

weird. 

Zheng Yuan said anxiously, “What should we do now, where should we upgrade.” 

Xia Yuwei and Zhang Zibo also had no good way. There were people everywhere. They didn’t 

expect the game to be so popular. When the crowd was unable to do anything, Lan Yu raised his 

small hand and said, “I know a leveling place, guarantee no one. Rob. “ 



Xia Yuwei froze and asked, “Where?” 

Lan Yu said, “Coordinates 7985.9867, there is an old man there, completing his task will teleport us 

to a cave, there are all first- and second-level strange, now others must not know this place, we can 

just go. “ 

Everyone thought that Lan Yu was joking, but didn’t expect that Lan Yu even said the specific 

coordinates and methods. 

Xia Yuwei said in surprise: “How did you know that it was really fake?” 

Lan Yu spit out her tongue and said, “I don’t know if it’s true or false. The person who told us about 

the eel mission told me parting ~~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ I heard it was Lu Yang again, Zheng Yuan 

hated it. Say loudly, “What a joke, if he really knew why he didn’t go to such a place, it was 

absolutely fake, I don’t believe it. “ 

Lan Yu really wanted to tell Zheng Yuan that the reason why Lu Yang didn’t go was because Lu 

Yang had a better place to upgrade. Now they have reached level 1 and become the 10th in the 

ranking list. 

Xia Yuwei Dai Mei said lightly: “Second World will definitely become a human second world in the 

future. Several of us have already decided to develop this game in depth, so we should not easily 

enemies in the game, Zheng Yuan Now that the person knows the formula of the electric eel meat, 

and now he also tells the secret location of the monster. I think this person may have participated in 

the public test. We might as well try it out. It ’s fake. Really, our union will develop much faster in the 

early stages. “ 

Zhang Zibo nodded in agreement and said, “Agree, now, I agree to try it.” 



Of the seven wealthy second generations including Xia Yuwei, five chose to agree. Only Zheng 

Yuan and one of his dead parties chose to oppose it. When the studio was established before, a 

minority decision was obeyed. Therefore, Xia Yuwei took The crowd walked towards the coordinates 

given by the landing sun. 

In fact, Zheng Yuan is not a fool. He also guessed the authenticity of the cave, but he didn’t want to 

let Lan Yu have more relationship with this inexplicable person. After all, after 15 days, he opened a 

currency exchange. Keep up with the first echelon. 

 


